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Please do not return this product to the retailer.
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contact@ezreplacement.com Or Call 877-477-2264

Care Instructions

3pc Gravity Chair Set
Sku: 203079PBB, 203079PGB, 203079PRB, 203079PTB

Most metal outdoor furniture is finished with paint, varnish, or powder coating to
prevent rust. While aluminum doesn’t rust–it can oxidize (causes pitting & dulls the
finish). So maintaining your furniture will extend its life & make it easier to clean.
· Wash all frames with a solution of mild soap (like dish soap) and water.
· Rinse with clean water and dry with a soft absorbent cloth towel to remove buildup
of dirt particles.
· DO NOT clean with abrasive materials of solvents to avoid scratching or damaging
your set.
· Frames can be treated with a liquid wax for maximum protection against UV rays
and/or salty, damp air.
· Store furniture in an upright position to prevent water building up in frames, as this
will cause corrosion and freeze damage in cold climates.
· Consider covering your furniture when not in use for long periods of time (and
during bouts of inclement weather).

Read the instructions and precautions before use of this product
Please keep this instruction manual for future reference
For warranty information, please refer to the back page of
this instruction manual.
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Take the product out of the packaging carefully.
Place the rear leg of the lounger on a stable surface, then hold the back of the lounger with one
hand and with the other hand hold the arm.
Push the back of the lounger and arm in opposite directions as per following picture.
After opening the lounger ensure the front and rear legs are standing on a stable surface by
stepping the on the rear leg.
Ensure the leg frame is positioned on a stable surface.
Sit down on the chair slowly and carefully.
Lean back and raise your legs in a controlled manner once in a comfortable positions turn the
locking mechanism to lock in place, reverse to unlock.
To fold the lounger for storage, release the locking mechanism and return to sitting position.
Once in sitting position, stand up.
Hold the top of the backrest of the lounger and gently pull the lounger inwards.
Draw back the leg frame.
Fold the lounger into the closed position for storage.
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Please follow instructions below after reading all instructions on page.
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Please follow instructions below to attach cup holder.
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